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EDITORIAL

Perceptive members, having received
Volume 26, No.l in January, may have
wondered what had happened to the
index for Volume 25. So did we! Ged
Taylor drafted an index in his usual
efficient manner, it was duly set and
proofed. Somehow it did not appear at
the mailing house with the
consignment of January issues of
Maple Leaves. We hope for better luck
this time.

Our member Chris Miller is
newsletter editor for the recently
formed WW 2 Study Group of
BNAPS, four issues have so far been
produced. As is so often the case, Chris
finds that input is confined to a very
few enthusiasts and would welcome

contact from any CPS member who has
an interest in this area of Canadian
philately. The address is: 161, Upper
Woodcote Rd., Caversham, Reading,
RG4 7JR, or e-mail to
cpbmiller@aol.com. Chris incidentally
edits two other newsletters within the
broad field; yet another example of so
many owing so much to so few.

In the January issue, on page 19,
Jane Moubray was referred to as the
first woman to sign the Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists, this was not
quite true. Jane was the first lady
member of the CPS of GB to do so,
thus joining a very select few ladies on
the Roll. The editor was obviously
nodding at the time.
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We are advised of the launch of a
new auction house in Canada at the end
of 1998. Well known collector of
classic Canada, Ron Brigham, has
formed Brigham Auctions Ltd with
Jim Watt and Charles Verge on the
board of directors. The sales will be
managed by Lex de Ment, formerly
with J.N.Sissons Inc (now defunct).
Although offering worldwide material,
the house will specialise in Canadian
and BNA material. A free sample
catalogue can be obtained from
Brigham Auctions Ltd, 1120 Brevik
Place, Mississauga, ON, Canada, L4W
3Y4: e-mail lroberts(a,,interlog.com.

Member Martin Cross is hosting a
meeting of the Pre-Cancel Study
Group of G.B. on 3 July at 2 p.m. A
display of Canadian pre-cancels will he
featured and members of the CPS are

cordially invited. The venue is 190
Newton Road, Great Barr,
Birmingham, B43 6BX. Martin's
telephone number is 0121 357 8293,
please contact him if you need any
further information and to let him
know you would like to attend the
meeting.

And finally... in the June `98 issue
we announced the intention of
producing an issue with some colour
pages and we called for contributions.
One or two members responded but the
overall response was surprisingly low
key. The issue in question is scheduled
for July and if any member has a
colourful and interesting cover and can
supply a photograph, please contact the
Editor before the middle of May,
otherwise the project may not come to
fruition.

WARDROP
& Co LIMITED
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Specialists in Philatelic insurance for more than 50 years

Visit our web site http://www.wardrop.co.uk

Collectors • Societies (including your own) • Study Circles

Wide scope of cover including Standard Premiums per £1000
Accidental Damage £3.75 for UK cover
Exhibitions anywhere in the world £2.50 for Normal bank cover
Stamp Exchange Clubs £1.25 for bank only cover
Transits Minimum premium £1.50

Please write for prospectus /proposal
PO BOX 772 Coggeshall Essex C06 1 UW

or E-mail stampswardrop.co.uk
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A SWEETHEART IN EVERY PORT
Part 7 - Lathework , New Finds

The Yellow Peril
Since writing the notes on lathework in
the previous issue there have been a
couple of new finds. Both were made by
members living in Ontario. Doug
Riendeau found a 10 Admiral with Type
B lathework in a `sight unseen' lot he
bought at auction. The stamp is a lower
left marginal `arrowline' single. The
engine turning is incomplete and it is
very similar to the lathework on my 10
imperforate and 10 sheet form coil. (The
latter comes both complete and in-
complete; incomplete being the scarcer).
This newly found lathework is listed in
the 1999 Specialized Catalogue as `1¢
yellow, dry printing B, 40%' with the
notation that one example of Type B has
been seen by the editors.

1 ¢ Yellow Type B

I did not see the actual stamp but
looking at an enlarged colour photocopy
of it, I would say that the stamp was wet
printed. The following excerpts (Marler
pp205-6) will either explain or intensify
the mystery of the 1 ¢ yellow lathework.

The ONE CENT Yellow -
Imperforate
The Date of Issue
October 6th, 1924.

This was the date of issue
determined by the Philatelic
Agency and given to the author
many years ago.

The author has seen a block
of four with an Ottawa
cancellation of January 20th,
1924, but remains convinced that
the date when the ONE CENT
Yellow was issued in imperforate
sheets was - as the Agency
reported - October 6th, 1924.

It is well known that the ONE
CENT Yellow imperforate, as
issued by the Agency, originated
from Plates 179 and 180, but the
block of four cancelled on January
20th, 1924, came - the author
believes - either from Plate 175 or
Plate 176 for blocks are known
with lathework Type DI which is
peculiar to the two last mentioned
plates. Having regard to the
January cancellation, the author
infers that one or more
imperforate rate sheets of the ONE
CENT Yellow were issued earlier
as a favour.
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The Plates Engraved and
Approved
Plates 179 and 180, approved on
1='ebruarv 7th, 1922, of which the

details were given earlier; were

used to print post off ice sheets, of

which .some inipe r(orate sheets

were placed on sale at the

Philatelic Agency.

The existence of imperforate.s

with Tipe DI lathework estab-

lishes that Plate 175 or 170 was

also used, but the author thinks

that ordv the sheet or sheets issued

as a favour originated from one of
these plates.

Types

The iniperforates originating front

Plates 179 and 180 are Ti°pe R33

which is characterced by the
break in the lower left frame

junction line innmediatch beloir

the top of the .spandrel. This break

makes it possible to distinguish

them from imper (orates conning

from Plate 175 or 176 x'hich are
Tipe R31.

Imperforates from Plates 179
and 180 have been used to imitate

the part-perforates - the roll

stamps perforated 8 in sheet form

- be adding the appropriate

vertical perforation. The spurious

can he easih, detected, for the

break just mentioned in the lower

left frame junction line is peculiar

to the iniperfin-ates fr-orn Plates

179 and 180 and does not appear

in the genuine part-perforates The

lathework is another identifying

feature, for that of the pan-t-

perforates is Type B and that type
does not exist on the ONE CENT

Yellow post office sheets.

Though, at an earlier date, the
author- thought that the thickness

of the paper made it possible to

distinguish the genuine part-

perforates from faked imper-

fbrates, he is now of the opinion

that the break described above is it

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Annual subscription, due on 1 October 1998, £14.00, payable to the Society,
to: Dr John Gatecliff, Subscription Manager

The dollar equivalents are S32 CAN (+ $5.00 if airmail delivery
required) and S23 US (+ S4.00 if airmail delivery required)

It would help the Society considerably if Canadian and US members
pay in SCAN / US via Wayne Curtis as we are liable to a bank handling

charge of £6. Please make your cheque payable to Wayne,
his address is PO Box 74 Stn A, Toronto, Canada M5W IA2

Members who have not paid the current year's subscription by 30 April
will be removed from the Maple Leaves circulation list.
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more reliable way of determining
what is genuine and what is not.

Method of Printing
The irnpesforates of the ONE

CENT Yellow were printed only by

the wet process.

Since most of the Type C lathework

2¢ Green Type Inverted

on the 10 Yellow is very incomplete and
has a line, as does the newly found `B'
and `D' (if it exists on the sheet stamp)
and they are all printed by the wet
process, I'm beginning to wonder if the
B could be a C or a D1. Maybe I should
have discussed lathework on the le
yellow Admiral with a rocket scientist!

Bill Coates, one of our newer
members, is the discoverer of an
unmistakable Type C inverted lathework
on the 20 Green. It is listed but not
priced in my 1993 Specialized
Catalogue.* According to Marler
(pp320-321), Plates 159 and 160, both
with Type C lathework, were used to
print the 2¢ Carmine and 20 Green. The
lathework from Plate 160 is inverted.
The existence of the 20 Green with
inverted C does not surprise me. My
question is, "Why did it take so long to
surface!"

I congratulate these members and
thank Mr. Coates for the picture. The
photograph of the 20 green was taken by
Ian Robertson.
*Editor's Note: In the 1999 Catalogue it
has acquired a valuation - $2,500!

ROSSBURN N.W.T.
Dr. Alan Selby

One of the interesting artifacts of the
historic N.WT. period of development

of the Canadian West is shown overleaf.
It is a `Transfer Receipt' for post office
property from retiring postmaster W.

Chamberlain to incoming postmaster
Daniel Mowat. Both duly signed the

back of the form dated 1 March 1881.
Among the articles transferred were 1
post office list, 1 book of instruction, 1

canvas mail bag, 7 office bags and seals.
In addition there was $15.20 in stamps
and 94¢ in cash. The interesting part is
the seven attempts to insert the dating
indicia correctly and prove it with a trial
handstamp. Mowat seems to have got it
right on his last attempt - third from the
top. Of course if he was trying to get
MR 21 81 he didn't succeed at all -
unless there are some yet undiscovered
trial strikes!
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STATEMENT of Post Office Property given

in charge to

Postmaster of

this / ray /f,•-,-418r f.

0e

c

Rossbarn NWT `Transfer- Receipt' bearing seven attempts to insert indicia correctly

into the handstamp
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THE BRITISH MISSIONS TO RUSSIA 1918-20
The Canadian Experience (3)

David Whiteley

CANADIAN SIBERIAN EXPEDITION;'
1^ A A

Fig. 5. C.A.H. CANADIAN SIBERIAN STATIONERY envelope to Miss E.M. Lewis,
Toronto. Cancelled with a purple circular BASE DEPOT SIBERIA /APR 18 1919
Orderly Room cachet (OR-1) and a black circular FIELD POST OFFICE CANADIAN
SIBERIAN EXP FORCE Hammer I 1 AP 19 / d/s (CS-1). Courtesy John Wannerton.

Sometime in March 1919 a circular
rubber date stamp inscribed BASE
DEPOT SIBERIA/ month, day, year in a
straight line started to appear, (Fig. 5)"'
This device I have identified as OR-1
(Orderly Room Device #1). It usually
appeared in conjunction with the CS-1
device. The earliest recorded date is 21
March, 1919 and the latest date with
both CS-I and OR-1 on the same cover,
is believed to be 28 May for CS-I and 26
May, 1919, for OR- 1, approximately one
week before the rearguard returned to
Canada.'" It is significant that no
examples of OR-I have been recorded to
date prior to the lifting of the censoring
requirements on 15 February, 1919, nor
has the OR-1 device been seen on its
own. I have recently been advised of the
existence of a Japanese lettersheet,

which was offered for auction by Kover
King Auctions in 1979 and described as
follows:- `Field Post Office Canadian,
Siberian Exp Force 6/7/19 letter sheet to
U.S.A., has 'Base Depot Siberia
5/29/19' cachet at left." This cover
would make it the latest known date for
the OR-1 Base Depot cachet, three days
later than reported by Robert Smith and
would make the latest known date of the
CS-1 hammer 7 June, some 11 days
later than reported by Robert Smith. If
the date 7 June is correct it would
suggest that after boarding the R.M.S.
Monteagle on 5 June, members of No.5.
Postal Detachment were allowed to open
a temporary Post Office to frank mail
brought on board or written on board by
the returning troops to ensure that their
mail would be sent through as forces
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mail free of postage. Had not some such

arrangement been made it is likely that

letters posted on board in the usual

manner through the Purser's Office

would have been subject to regular

postal fees. Similarly letters posted on

arrival in Canada would have been

assessed at the prevailing rates.'

Some of the correspondence to

Canada received at the Base post office

prior to the arrival of the official `Passed

By Censor' stamps was struck with a

black rectangular box inscribed No./

BASE HEADQUARTERS/ Date/C.E.F.

(SIBERIA) with a signature. This

device was, as both Faulstich and Webb

Ad

. r ^ ^.; .dam, c,^ dz

tl2 b yt

Fig, 6 Cover- to Miss M.L. Boos/i, Oregon. Cancelled with a black circular FIELD
POST OFFICE CANADIAN SIBERIAN EXP. FORCE Hammer 1 / FE 26 / 19 d/s (CS-
1) and with a black rectangular RECEIVED / FEB 24 1919 / `B' SQUADRON
R.N.W.M.P. SIBERIA (OR-2), Orderly Room cachet. Faulstich p7.
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Fig. 7 Y.M.C.A. cover fi-oni a member of'259th. Bn. Canadian Rifles to Miss H.
Ferguson, Ottawa. Cancelled with black circular FIELD POST OFFICE CANADIAN
SIBERIAN EXP. FORCE hummer I / FE 9 / 19 d/s (CS- 1). Purple circular
ORDERLY ROOM 259th, Bn. Can. Rifles (Siberia) / FE 9 1919. (OR-3), rubber h/s.
Rectangular booed PASSED/BY/CENSOR. 014. (CM-014), rubber h/s. With censor
officer's signature. The 014 censor stamp
Bn.

conclude, an Orderly Room handstamp
used to date and identify correspon-
dence emanating from that location. But
as Ed. Richardson suggests, I strongly
believe that because of the way that it
was used in conjunction with a signature
it was used by the advance party as a
censoring device until the arrival of the
official censor stamps in December."
Therefore I have allocated this device an
identifier as PCM (Provisional Censor
Mark). This conclusion is supported by
the existence of General Order No.1.
dated 23 October, 1918 which set the
procedures to be followed in a 12 page
text which, in part, stated:"

`An officer had first to satis
himself that an item of mail should
he passed; when he had done this,
he was to frank the cover by writing
his name on it, without rank or unit
and pass it unsealed to the

was received on 20 Jcrnuarv, 1919, by 259th
Courtesy Bill Robinson.

"stumping officer," (the officer in
whose care the censor stamp had
been entrusted), who was to seal
and stamp it. It could then be
passed to the Postal Corps for
standard mail processing.'

and by the fact that all known examples
of this device are accompanied by a
signature and have not been seen after
the arrival of the official censoring
devices on 5 December, 1918. It should
be noted that General Routine Order
No. I included instructions to censoring
personnel to expedite certain classes of
mail matter, such as field service post
cards that did not contain any hand-
written message other than the address
to which it was being sent and the name
of the sender. These field service post
cards would not be forwarded to neutral
or enemy countries."
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CALLING CANADA ?

Postage Dues and Registered Mail
collectors take note!

Our JUNE 12TH & JUNE 25TH auctions feature the
HART COLLECTION OF POSTAGE DUES

and
the MARTIN WILLCOCKS COLLECTION OF

REGISTERED MAIL OF THE WORLD.

What might YOU be missing if you're not a subscriber?

To order your catalogue, please
phone/FAX today.

CAVENDISH HOUSE,
153-157, LONDON ROAD,

DERBY DEl 2SY, ENGLAND
Tel: 01332 250970 ( 3 lines ; 24hrs.)

Fax: 01332 294440 :Fax

Internet : http//www.thesaurusco.uk/covendl5h/
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Fig. 8 Cover to RJm . Knowles, 259th, Canadian Rifles, Willow Camp , Victoria. B. C.
from Nassau , Bahamas. Postage paid with two Bahamas one penny stamps (Empire
Rate) cancelled with NASSAU BAHAMAS/ 11 JUN19. d/s. Redirected to C.E. ES.
VLADIVOSTOK black s/l hand stamp.

Other hand stamps in a variety of
colours have been seen on some of the
correspondence. These markings fall
into the category of unit or `Orderly
Room ' markings. They are usually
circular or rectangular . For example the
Royal North West Mounted Police used
a rectangular boxed `RECEIVED / date
/ 'B' Squadron / R.N.W.M.P., SIBERIA'
hand stamp (usually in green) - this I
have identified as OR -2. There are only
three or four known examples of this
device; one , on an O.H.M.S. (deleted)
#10 envelope dated RECEIVED 18
December , 1918, is accompanied by a
CS-1 dater 18 Dec, 1918.v Another,
(fig. 6), is dated 24 February, 1919."
Another type of Orderly Room Cachet

appears on a Y.M.C.A. corner
(fig. 7), dated 27/29 January,

cover,
1919,

ex Toop.

addressed Fredericton N.B. which
carries a clear strike of CS-1 date stamp
JAN.29 19 a 'PASSED / BY / CENSOR

/ 014' hand stamp with signature of
censor officer and a large circular 48mm
`ORDERLY ROOM 259th Bn. Can.
Rifles (Siberia) JAN. 27 1919 rubber
hand stamp that appears to have been
designed and made locally, this I have
identified as OR-3, presumably to
identify correspondence emanating
from that office." This is one of the few

occasions where an Orderly Room
stamp appears in conjunction with both
a censor's stamp and an official Field
Post Office date stamp. One other
device has been seen, (fig. 8), on two

pieces of correspondence from the
Bahamas to a member of the C.E.F. (S).

Continued on page 57
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CHIPPAWA / CHIPPAIVA 1829
L.D. (Mac ) McConnell

The Post Office at Chippawa was opened
in 1801 and occupied an im-portant
position on the Niagara peninsular.

In 1828 the postmaster needed a new

date stamp and this was requisitioned
from the GPO in London UK. Before the
days of typewriters and e-mail the
requisitions were made out in
manuscript. A common handwriting
practice for those times was to render the
letter 'w' with a rounded loop on the
central upright - a practice which could
easily be misinterpreted as two separate
letters, as iv or in. It is not known just
where the misreading of the Chippawa
requisition occurred, either at the office
of the Secretary to the PO or on the order
placed on the Contractor to the GPO who
supplied the handstamps. In the event an
incorrect spelling 'Chippaiva' was
supplied.

Unpaid letter to Sterling (non Port Stanley) with incorrect spelling CHIPPAIVA

56 April 1999 Maple Leaves

Similar double arc handstamps had
only recently been introduced in the UK
to replace some mileage marks following
a resurvey of postal roads. For smaller
offices they were left undated.

When the Postmaster at Chippawa

received his new and incorrect hand-

stamp he had little option but to use it. A

replacement would have taken weeks to

obtain and then been debited to his

accounts.

Being a resourceful person he solved
the problem quite neatly. The handstamp
was struck in red, normal practice until
an order of 1831 altered things. On
unpaid letters the postage was rendered

in black ink as was the date in the
handstamp. Paid letters had the postage
entered in red ink together with the word
`paid'. On paid letters, with red ink pen
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Paid letter to Vittoria with mis-spelt hand stamp corrected by simple manuscript stroke
in red ink.

in hand it was a simple matter to correct
the red handstamp by a deft pen stroke
between the i and v.

Two letters of December 1829 neatly
illustrate this practice. The monochrome
illustrations do not show the colour of
the inks which are key to this (true)
story.

Chippawa's position at the southern
terminus of the portage road from
Queenstown gave it an early
importance . It was unable to develop or
maintain this importance over the years
and was absorbed into the Municipality
of Niagara in 1970. The post office
eventually closed on 31 July 1971 after
170 years of service.

Continued from page 55

These letters were sent from Bahamas to
Victoria where they were struck with the
straight line `C.E.F.S. Vladivostok'
hand stamp ,the Victoria address crossed
out and in one case, the word ` Brigade'
written along the top in manuscript.31
Although this hand stamp was not part
of the equipment issued to No.5.
Detachment Canadian Postal Corps it is
a postal marking associated with the
Expeditionary Force and its existence
should be acknowledged.'°

Footnotes.

29. Faulstich Fig. 4 p8. & Toop

Collection p106

30. Robert C. Smith `Markings of the

Canadian Expeditionary Force

(Siberia)' p11. A clear illustration of

this cover is not available.

3 1. Letter from Lloyd Mitton to myself

enclosing photo-copy of the cover.
32. The only evidence 1 have of this

The remaining footnotes on page 64
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A re you in the process of building your collection of Canada,
Newfoundland or Provinces ? Our quarterly public auctions

are filled with hundreds of lots offering an impressive selection of
choice classics , proofs and essays, covers , modern errors, special-
ized collections and foreign , all accurately described and dis-
played in a beautiful full colour comprehensive catalogue so you
can bid with confidence . Contact us today for your free copy of
our next catalogue.

S? LAWRENCE SFAWAYVOTE MARITIME 011 SI IA Ofi EN'
Are you considering selling your collection? If so,

you want an auction house you can trust. Take
advantage of our friendly and professional service.

Your collection will be described by our expert lotters,

some of the best in the business. Commission rates

are very competitive and prompt payment is always

guaranteed. Our catalogues are meticulously pre-

pared to highlight your holdings and ensure maximum realizations. All our
efforts are aimed toward making your selling experience pleasant as well as
financially rewarding.

A s Canada' s leading buyers we can also offer you outright

purchase if you prefer . We are currently looking for

Canadian specialized collections from Pence to Admiral issues,

Newfoundland and Provinces , United States and Possessions,

British Commonwealth and Foreign . You will receive top

dollar for your collection and quick payment . Call us today!

You will find that it pays to do business with the best.

EASTERN AUCTIONS LTD.
Canada's most trusted auction house

2: 1 (800) 667-8267 - Fax: 1 (888) 867-8267

Visit our new web site: http://lvzt)w.easternstamps.com

P.O. Box 250, Bathurst, New Brunswick, Canada, E2A 3Z2

W: (506) 548-89860 Fax: (506) 546-6627

A
E-mail: glstamps@nbnet.nb.ca

I PA Members:
ASDA•APS•CSDA• PTS•PHSC • BNAPS •RPSC • CPSofGB•ETC.

11
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THE 170 MANDORA ERROR
Gary Lyon

1
Normal

Last Summer I heard a report from
England that four sheets of the 17¢
Mandora (an antique musical
instrument) commemorative from 1981
had been found missing the gold colour.
Such a find is always noteworthy,
especially on an issue that has been
obsolete for that many years. The news
did not stop there however. Not only did
the stamps have a missing colour, they
were also printed on the gum side!

A careful check of the stamp under
ultra-violet revealed another error,
common to missing colour stamps from
this period. The tagging bars on the left
and right sides of the stamp are also
completely missing. This is important
news. The absence of tagging is
verification of the missing colour.

The final result is CANADA' S FIRST
EVER TRIPLE MAJOR ERROR.

It took some diligence to track down
this find. The stamps apparently went
from a dealer in London to another in
New York, and then back to Canada. I was
eventually successful in finding and pur-
chasing two sheets from this discovery.

Only four sheets of 50 exist. Of
these 200 stamps, 84 have varying

Error

degrees of bends or creases from
improper handling. That leaves only 116
perfect stamps. In addition I have
learned that one of the other two
complete sheets of the error has found
its way into an investment holding, so it
may not resurface for at least a decade.

How it happened
The explanation for this interesting item
is quite simple. A pane of 200 stamps
(later cut into four sheets of 50) was fed
into the press upside down (gum side
up!). As a result it stuck to the sheet
above when the wet printing ink came
into contact with the gum. This first
press printed all the colours except the
gold inscriptions. The sheet was then fed
into a second printing press that applies
the gold inscriptions and tagging bars.
Both of these were missed as the error
pane was still stuck to the one above.

The reverse side of all the error
stamps shows a light offset of both the
printing and tagging inks from the
freshly printed sheet below. This
interesting offset would easily occur.
Since the sheet was upside down during
printing, the reverse of the stamp was
actually the side of the paper intended to
readily accept the printing ink.
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REGISTRATION CHANGES FROM
CANADA POST

Dean Mario
Canada Post has introduced changes to
its domestic and inter - national
registration delivery systems effecive I

January, 1999. Although most of these

changes are subtle, members may be
interested in the new requirements.

is

To

The first obvious change is in the
bar-coded registration labels them-
selves. The previous labels are now
obsolete and have been replaced by new
ones which are slightly different for
domestic and international mail. The

Registered Recommande

Domestic Regime interieur

Destinataire
Name Nom

Address Adresse

City Ville Province Postal Code Code postal

I 1 I

FOR DELIVERY POUR CONFIRMER
CONFIRMATION LA LIVRAISON

1 888 550-5333
www.cana apost.ca
www.posteseanada.ca

Declared Valour 4t
Value d6clar6e

Item No. N° do Particle

78 092 289 285
CUSTOMER RECEIPT RE^U DU CLIENT

Registered Recommande CANADA PO ST ES

POST CANADA

RT 092 289 285 CA RT 092 289 285 CA

1111!1111111111 RT 092 289 285 CA III VIII III IIII

III

j Signature Required
Signature requise

I.
RT 092 289 285 CA

Sender warrants that this shipment does net contain dangerous goods.

L'expOditeur garantit quo cat envoi ne sentient pas de matlAres dangereeses.

Domestic bar-coiled /5'i istrutron label
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labels are now attached to the front of
the article (if possible) and customers
can access a toll-free line or the Internet
for delivery status. The Acknowledge-
ment of Receipt service for domestic
mail is no longer offered but senders
can receive a copy of the recipient's
signature for an additional $5 fee. The
AR option is still available for inter-
national mail. The AR card is attached
to the back of the item with only the
`AR' encircled showing.

The cost of domestic registration has
increased to $4 per item plus postage.
International registration remains at
$8.20 plus postage. Extra services such
as the AR option cost an additional 95¢
at the time of mailing. For domestic
mailing, items travel via the expanded
`Xpresspost' system which has been
improved to accept all bar-coded items.
Whether this method will improve

Item was Lenvoi
delivered on se Wilt

D31

e

delivery service and speed for domestic-
registered items remains to be seen.

Registered Recommandc

[ntermtionaVllSA Internatlonvi/E. U.

To Dest(natafre wiry melgnemevb

+PPelev:

1 888 558-6333

AN,'ke o! Avis P,
Aec¢IFi ^SCePHenlZ t1TAj

Oedse3VZive VAeet¢253,5e--

CUSTOMER RECEIPT BETS DU CLIENT

33.909392 (93.161

u>muo. _ c^aeiam.e

RT 054 573 395 CA

It AR Continue Is Su Verb. AIR
puresase6 asacloul6e

11Peel aanuaR4 aRitlMm 11201390zN aawevei9RWnuf1e 1'"

AInntoiRem. OAR , Ile deco 02 l+nkia.:; '}

2) Penn 21deenneen.

wR.i io AR n°aro.nr RT 054 573 395 CA
5590. 1nsPn,Aw.

Registered Recommandc

Air Mail Par avian

aon:oa ` at¢s

RT 054 673 395 CA

II I IN f i014 i iwdii tlj I II N
International bar-coded registration
label.

Advice of Receipt Avis de reception CN07
Registered International Recommandc international

Date

Street and Number

Printed Name of 55nalor Now on signalaile ( lettres moulSesi
City / Province/ Postal Code

Signature

33-086387 (98401

CANADA

International AR' card, reverse shows AR' in a circle.

ON POSTAL SERVICE DES
SERVICE POSIES

AIRMAIL PAR AVION

Nom

Rue of numero

Ville I Province) Code Postal
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ROBERT A . LEE AUCTIONS
urc /1lcu.cc°cl to o//cr.

THE "HARRY W. LUSSEY" GOLD MEDAL
CANADIAN REGISTRATION MARKINGS &

REGISTERED LETTER STAMP COLLECTION

TO BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION
May, 1999

One of the fine.et Canadian Registrutiorr collections e rer uttered!

To ensure you receive your colour illustrated catalogue,
send $10.00 (refundable against successful bids).

/l l Q tJ^ l' leC AUCTIONS

#203 - 1139 Sutherland Avenue,
Kelowna , B.C. V1Y 5Y2

Tel: 1-800-755-2437 • Fax: 1 -888-783-9888
e-mail: lee @ silk.net

visit our website: http ://www.ogopogo . com/stamps

,W 'W w w W 'UW
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SMALL QUEEN SNIPPETS
John Hillson, FCPS

The Five Cents
The Design Exhibit at the London
International in Grosvenor House in
1950 presented 60 of what were con-
sidered to be among the finest stamps
ever printed as postage stamps - even
today I don't believe too many of them
would be knocked off their pedestal, but
then at heart I have always been a
reactionary! Among them was the 5¢
Large Queen which, to my mind, is a
little spoiled by the somewhat drab
colour chosen for it and unfortunately
also for its small sister issued in 1876. It
is a pity they were not issued in blue in
accordance with what became the
U.EU's. standard colour for foreign
letters. The 12^/ Large Queen would
have had to be withdrawn though at that
time it had lost its usefulness anyway.
Because of the somewhat unappealing
colour, the 50 Small Queen perhaps has
not received the attention it merits
although there are some interesting
varieties to look out for. The most
spectacular is the `Plume in Hair' which
was illustrated in Maple Leaves April
1994, pp229-234, but apart from this
there are some nice little items to be
found, some of which are illustrated in
the Reiche / Sendbuehler handbook on
constant varieties. And some aren't.

From the first plate there is a `spur'
on the frame next to the left `5' -
probably a position dot; the second state
of the same plate shows a small crack
below `5 CENTS' in the margin. From
the same state of the plate will be found
a small lower left corner re-entry - none
of these are listed by R / S but all are
constant. Jarrett mentions a triple frame
variety lower right on this plate also.

The 1889 Ottawa plate has an identical
variety. I have examples of both.

Composite illustration : Crack (base)
Spur (LL) Triple Frame (LR)

Lower left corner re-entry
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The second Montreal plate shows a
retouch to the lower right frame. I
remember having a tussle with the late
Dr. Carstairs at a CPS auction, and when
I eventually came out the winner he told
me he already had three others. There
are Times!!!

The Ottawa plate shows a good re-
entry through `CANADA POSTAGE'

Retouched fi-arne.

Canada Postage re-cntry.

Continued from page 57

cover is a reduced photocopy with an
auctioneer's description, which was
supplied to me Mr. R. Lloyd Mitton. I
am attempting to trace this cover or at
least obtain a full size reproduction.
33. Faulstich p. figs. 2 & 6 & ppl4-15,
Webb Part I Fig. 3 pp4-5 7 Richardson
p289
34. Robert C. Smith `Markings of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force
(Siberia)' p4
35. War Diary, Base Headquarters
G.R.O. No.l. Page 3 item No.2. See

64 April 19

Major re-entry.

and I believe the `major re-entry' (which
is extensive but weak) comes from this
plate too. Examples from this plate are
also occasionally to be found with faint
horizontal guide lines, even less
frequently with verticals, and weak
entries have given rise to a number of
positions showing a `white chignon'
though not as clear as the better known
variety on the 112¢ Large Queen.

All are worth looking for.

Appendix B. for a transcript of G.R.O.

No.1. re postal and censoring matters.

36. Courtesy of Bill Robinson

37. Faulstich Fig. 3 p 7
38. The 259th Bat. Can Rifles was

stationed at Gornastai Bay Barracks

some 10 kilometres from the Army Post

Office at Egerscheldt Docks. Censor

Device 014 was allocated to the 259th

Bat. on 20 January, 1919.

39. This letter is illustrated as Fig. 5

Faulstich p.9

40. Faulstich Fig. 5 p9

9 Maple Leaves
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DEFECTIVE TRANSFER VERSUS RE-ENTRY
Hans Reiche FCPS

Some misunderstanding may have
arisen as to what constitutes a defective
transfer and a re-entry. G.C. Marler in
his Admiral hand book writes; "When
faulty entries resulting either from an
incomplete entry of the roll - a defective
transfer - or from the roll being entered
a second time in the same subject - a re-
entry - were not observed on the proof,
or when they resulted from the
engraver's efforts to repair them,
defective transfers, re-entries or re-
touches would show on all sheets
printed from the plate in question" He
further writes: "In addition to re-entries
and retouches there are what the author
calls defective transfers. These are,
mainly, subjects which have been im-
perfectly transferred and have not been
re-entered or retouched before the ap-
proval of the plate and, in consequence,
may be seen on the plate proof".

In a note from the American
Philatelic Society in 1956 the following
is stated: "An incomplete transfer is
used to show a steel engraved stamp that
exhibits a variety in which lines that
should be complete are missing or have
changed the intended original design to
some extent,resulting from insufficient
rocking in of the transfer roll in depth,
height or width of the design.The design
is usually constant".

Some worn plates may show areas
that appear to be damaged due to an
aging problem of the plate. Incomplete
entries may show extra lines or flaws
that look like retouches or even re-
entries. Often squeezed letters indicate
such poor transfer in that the metal of
the plate has not yet been completely
displaced by the transfer roll, leaving
some of the engraved lines incomplete.

x -=

JIC {iFa. f4 ,^
^

C^ l 1
Illustration above shows the I ¢ stamp in
question. It is unlikely that the features
discussed can be clearly seen, they are
marked on the illustration below.

The illustrated stamp above, that was
described as a major re-entry on the 10
green, is not a re-entry at all but a
defective transfer. The reason for this is
as follows. First the two upper spandrel
lines are both incomplete, do not extend
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to the top yet and have many uncom-
pleted lines.Then, the outside line on the
right side is a guide line with a fine dot
in the middle, it is not a re-entry of the
frame line. Letters such as CNA in
CANADA are squeezed at the top and
so are the letters OGE in POSTAGE.
The short line in `S' is common to all
Admirals and is a tool scratch and not a
re-entry at all. The letters of CENTS all
show thickened tops and are squeezed
but not doubled and the E of ONE has a
slanting scratch that has no relation to
any of the design. These features are
typical of a defective transfer not a re-
entry. If the transfer had been completed
the squeezed letters would not appear
and some of the odd lines such as the F
and the line below the crown would have
disappeared.

If one could illustrate a progressive
transfer from a single to a multiple roll-
in of the transfer roller, one would see
that the first entry would show missing
parts of the design as well as deformed
and squeezed engraving lines, such as
letters. The second entry would improve
this and displace some more of the plate
metal until, after a number of roll-ins, all
the engraved lines, letters and numerals
would appear properly formed and the
depth of the engraved lines would be
sufficient to accommodate enough ink
for printing. One example one could
quote here is the 50f so-called silver
grey shade of the Admirals. The depth
of the engraved lines is shallow and the
letters appear badly formed, not fully
developed.ln addition some extra colour
spots exist that would have been
eliminated if properly transferred.

One important feature that must be
observed when trying to differentiate
between a re-entry and a defective
transfer is the displacement of any extra

line.ln a re-entry all extra lines MUST
be identical in spacing and location as to
the original design. For example a line
outside the right frame of a design must
represent a line on the actual design and
must be spaced exactly the same
distance as other re-entered lines appear
on the stamp and simply must represent
a double image of such line. On the
other hand, if such line or lines do not
follow exactly the same spacing as on
the original stamp, then this can either
be a defective transfer or some other
feature; for example some guides that
were used to lay out the plate.In this
illustration of the 1 ¢ green Admiral the
outside line and the line in the E do not
match the original design. Therefore,
these varieties do not come from a re-
entry. There is also a short line in the
bottom of the S, said to be part of a re-
entry. This line exists on practically all
Admiral stamps and is part of a problem
of some of the transfer roll subjects.

Wanted
lnterestinS 20th Century
covers and postal history

from Newfoundland.

Also Newfoundland postage

due stamps (varieties),

essays and on cover. Offers

/ photocopies appreciated,

Dean Mario

933 Dudley street
saskatoon

sK Canada 67M 1K8
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CANADIAN POSTAL STATIONERY POT POURRI
Postal Cards to the UK

Horace W . Harrison, FCPS
Great Britain issued its first Postal Card
on 1 October, 1870, and Canada
followed eight months later, officially
on 1 June, 1871, although the earliest
known postmark (ERP) is 7 June, 1871.
Up until I January, 1877, postal cards
could only be sent to the U.S.A. or
Newfoundland at postal card rates.
Figure I shows a postal card with a 1 ¢
adhesive added and mailed to London,
England, on or about 24 November,
1871, as indicated by the printed date on
the message side. While this is a postal
card, the 20 pays the pre-U.P.U printed
matter rate to the U.K. established by the
Dominion Post Office Act effective I
April, 1868. This card is possibly the
earliest known use of a Canadian postal
card to the United Kingdom.

Figure 2 is an example of the letter
rate being applied to a postal card,
written at Niagara Falls on 25 June,
1873. The 6¢ Small Queen has been
added to the card to pay the 60 letter rate
via Canadian Packet. The sender would
have had to add a 20 and a 30 Small
Queen to avoid the 10 overpayment.
This card is cancelled with two strikes of
the 4 ring 52 obliterator issued to
Clifton, out of the alphabetical sequence
in which the cancellers were assigned
when it was realized that 6 and 9 could
not be differentiated. Brockville and
Clifton were reassigned 51 and 52 when
these obliterators were issued back in
March of 1857. This is contrary to the
1855 date erroneously given on page

Figure 1: Earliest known use (as at 1998) 0/a Canadian postal card to the U.K., paving
the pre- U.PU. printed matter rate of 2c.
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PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS

FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Phillips conduct 35 to 40 auctions of postage stamps each year,

and there are always opportunities to buy and sell at auction.

Regular visits are made by our philatelic specialists to intending vendors

in most areas of the UK and visits can be made to inspect suitable
collections.

For further details on our sales and free sample catalogues

write or telephone David Boyd on (0171) 468 8345.

http://www.phillips-auctions.com

LONDON
0

Phillips
INF RNAnONAI

AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

101 New Bond Street, London W lY OAS.
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Figure 2: Postal card from Niagara Falls 5 July, 1873, to Brighton , England.

Figure 3: 6e- Small Queen over the le, indicia of'the postal card prepays the 6¢• letter rate
to the USA. Preston, Ont. 12 Mav, 1873, to Hopedale, Mass., a le ovetpavment. The 2¢
postal card rate to the U.S.A. did not become effective until I July, 1873.
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133 of Volume V of the 'Enrclopcdia
of British Empire Postage Stuncps'
published by Robson Love in 1973. The
6 and 9 obliterators were never placed in
use. This postal card went by the Buffalo
and Lake Huron Rail Road to Hamilton
where it was placed in the closed bag for
England . From there it would have gone
by the Grand Trunk Railway to Quebec
and been placed on board the 'Prussian'
when it sailed to Liverpool on 2 August
1873.

The message is politically incorrect
today as it says, and I quote, "Niagara
Falls, Canada Side; Dear Little Nellie, I
have succeeded at last in getting a little
black boy for you and shall bring him
home with me but I am afraid, if you
scrub him ever so much, you will never
turn him white. Yours aff-y. HSS"

The card in Figure 3 serves as a
reminder of the sensitivity in Canada to

the difference in rates for letters to the
U.S.A. and U.K. Under the Dominion
Post Office Act, effective 1 April. 1868.
the letter rate to the U.S.A. was set at 6¢
versus a 121/,e rate to the U.K. By the
fall of 1869 the sentiment for an equal
rate to the U.K. had become so strong
that the U.K. rates were reduced to 6¢
via Canadian Packet from Quebec when
the St. Lawrence was ice-free, and from
Portland. Maine when the St. Lawrence
was frozen; and to 8¢ via Cunard Packet
from New York versus the prior 15¢ for
that faster routing via Cunard packets.

All the postmasters in Canada were
not up to date on the postal card rates,
even in 1875. The card shown in Figure
4 was written by the Postmaster at
Bethany, Ontario on 5 August, 1875 to
London. U.K. in response to a general
query from a firm in London, U.K.
asking for the names of druggists in the

Eigare -l: 1 c Postal cocci .short paid 5c-2r/ pence plus a fine of'3 pence, totalling 5'/2
pence. which was paid upon irceipt on 18 or 19 August, and noted on the message side,
the card ryas answered on 25 August.

70 April 1999
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Figure 5: Bankruptcy A Wice mailed at the 5e letter rate effective from I October, 1875.

town. The Postmaster responded on the
10 card, giving the name and a
recommendation as follows: "Please
give him your best terns...?...He is a
very respectable honest sober...?
...young man., Yours truly, W.M.
Graham, Postmaster" The Postmaster
put the card in the bag for Montreal
where it was sorted to the closed bag for
the U.K. and dispatched over the Grand
Trunk Rail Road to Quebec City in time
to make the 7 August sailing of the
`Nova Scotian'. In London, it was
marked in manuscript, 'Recd as a
Letter' and handstamped with the two
line `Short Paid , Fine ,
and filled at 21/2 pence (equal to 50 to
complete the 60 letter rate) and a fine of
3 pence, totalled as 5112 pence due from
the recipient.

On 1 October, 1875 the letter rate to
the U.K. was further reduced to 50 and
letters were dispatched by the fastest
route, either Canadian Packet, Cunard

from New York, or any other available
mail-carrying ship. However , there was
still no agreement on a reduced rate for
postal cards. Figure 5 shows this new
rate with a 1 0 and 3 0 Small Queen
applied to make up the required 50 to
get the Insolvent Act notice to a creditor
in England. Regrettably , there is no
reliable table of mail sailings past 1875,
except for those found in `Atlantic
Mails ' by J.C. Arnell , published by
Canada 's National Postal Museum in
1980, which deals only with the Allan
Line mail sailings. Thus, we are unable
to determine for which ship this card
was received ` Too Late', as indicated at
lower left.

A stamp collector figured that since
the letter rate to the U.K. was 50, the
postal card rate should not be more than
30. Therefore, he franked the 10
domestic card with an additional 20
Small Queen and sent if off to a dealer in
the U.K. with the following message,
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Figure 6: Short paid 20 in the 5¢ letter rate period, and charged 3112 pence due,
underpcrnment plus fine.

"Please send me your circular etc. and
please also tell me how much you give
for Canada Law & Bill Stamps
separately". Mailed from Inverness,
Quebec, it was written on 18 May but
not accepted in the mail stream until 26
May, 1876, probably because of the
underfranking. Finally forwarded on 26
May, it likely went into the closed bag
for London U.K. and made the Allan
Line's `Circassian' which sailed the next
day from Quebec. In England, it was
rated 31/ pence due (see UR above the
indicia on Figure 6) by the following
complicated formula. No post card rate
to the U.K., so rated 50 equal to 21/2
pence as a letter. It was short paid 20,
equal to I penny, with a fine of 5¢, equal
to 2112 pence, totalling 3112 pence due as
indicated.

New lower rates for correspondence
with the U.K. became effective 1
January, 1877, establishing a 20 rate for
postal cards by any routing, and a new
postal card was issued to satisfy the
anticipated demand. The rate was
effective from 1 January, 1877, and a
card is known used to the U.K. on that
date. It belongs to the estate of the late
great postal historian, Allan L. Steinhart
and will constitute one of its gems when
his collection comes to market. More
than one of us was assured that he would
have first refusal of this First Day Postal
Card of 1 January, 1877 if he were ever
inclined to sell. He still held it at the
time of his very untimely death. The
card shown in Figure 7 is the earliest in
my collection and since it was mailed
from Montreal on 10 January, 1877, is
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ADDFtE ONLY' O BE Witi ITEN ON T I I i

Figiu•e 7: First prnuing of the 2c to United Kingdom' postal arid, fi-0171 Montreal 10
dcit's after issoe. The Postal Guide of January, 1 S77 provided that these new cards would
pass at the, 2c' raie 'Irheihcr lorivarded in the Mails for England via the United States or
by Canadian Packet'.

surely from the first printing. With the
completion of the Intercolonial Railway
between Montreal and Halifax, winter
mails now went through Halifax rather
than Portland, Maine. This card
probably went into the U.K. closed bag
which went to Liverpool on the
`Peruvian' of the Allan Line on her
second sailing. on 13 January, from the
newly established winter terminus at
Halifax.

Despite the availability of the newly
issued 2e card , especially for use in
writing to the U.K . I c cards with added
adhesives occasionally found their way
into the mail stream , ( see Figure 8).
liven the le card without additional
postage drew the attention of the clerks
who, even then, delighted in charging

postage due. (See Figure 9). This
happened frequently enough to require a
notation in the 1 April, 1878 Postal
Guide, as follows: 1. (One Cent) Canada
Post Cards may he used for transmission
to Germany, but not to the United
Kingdom, if the additional 11120 postage
be affixed in postage stamps.

One of the more sought attcr circular
date stamps in Canadian philately is that
of the Ocean Mail Officers who
accompanied the mails on board the
Allan Line packets. The post card shown
in Figure 10 is probably a favour cancel
by such an officer for a young passenger
of the `Hibernain' which departed
Halifax on 6 March, 1880 and arrived at
Liverpool on 16 March, 1880.
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Department Order No. 20, dated at
Ottawa on I I April, 1882, announced a
new form of 10 postal card. 'Post Cards
are to be postmarked with the date
stamp only on the face or address side of
the card, both at the office where posted
and at the office of delivery, leaving the
other side of the card entirely clear for
the use of the sender. In postmarking,
care must be taken to avoid interfering
with the address. Post cards cannot be
registered'. This last regulation was
entirely in contradiction of the U.PU.
regulations which provided that all
classes of mail matter could be
registered. Figure I1 shows an example
of the enforcement of the regulation
denying registration to postal cards. It is
also an example of Canada's violation of
another U.P.U. regulation which required
that registration charges to other U.P.U.
countries be the same as the charges
within its borders. In the case of Canada,
there were three basic registration

charges in the pre-U.P.U. period, i.e.
before 1 August, 1878: 20 within
Canada, 5¢ to the United States, and 80
to the United Kingdom. Registration
fees to other countries could be 8¢ or
higher. Upon admission to the U.P.U.,
the fee within Canada continued at 20
while a 5¢ fee was imposed on all U.P.U.
members, and an amount equal to the
postage to non-member countries. On 8
May, 1889 Canada finally came into
compliance with the U.P.U. regulations
by raising its intra-Canada registration
fee from 2¢ to the 50 charge imposed on
inter-U.P.U. mail.

References: The Postal History of The
Post Card in Canada: 1878-1911 by
Allan L. Steinhart, Mission Press, 1979,
ISBN-0-9690207-0-8
Canada and the Universal Postal Union,
1878-1900 by George B. Art ken,
Unitrade Press, 1992, ISBN-0-919801-
90-0.

Figure 8: Montreal, Que. 7 May, 25/77 to London England.
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Atlantic Mails to 1889; by JC. Arnell,

National Postal Museum, 1980, ISBN 0-

919882-08-0

Canada's Registry Svstern: 1827-1911

by Horace W Harrison, J. W. Stowell

Printing Co., 1971, Published by A.P.S

Figure 9: Toronto, Ont. 4 October; 1877, to Glasgow, Scotland. A handwritten
bankrttptcv notice mailed at the 1¢ Printed Matter rate and 'RETURNED
FOR/POSTAGE' as not being printed matter: The loners refrtsed to puv the additional
postage and apparently won their case, as the Postal Card was sent on its way to

Scotland on 3 Nov, 30 days after first posting, but after the departure of the legal eagles,
the clerk stamped the card 'INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID' and placed it in the closed
bag for Glasgow, U.K. Upon arrival in Glasgow, the card was stamped 'Glasgow
Packet/Unpaid/No 2011877' and delivered it to the addressee five days after the

discharge in bankruptcy in Toronto, a legal manoeuvre worthy of at Hca-rv Sutherland.

®nty 18% Tnmmisstnn anb No `lnsnlh' (1It argru

MALCOLM JONES wants to hear from you
address inside back cover.
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Figure 10: This must he a favour cancel as there is no receiving mark in the U.K., and
the message side is blank. The officer probably refused to apply the date stamp until the
card had been addressed.

Figure 11: A 10 Postal Card containing a legal notice Registered at Halifax to Liverpool,
U.K., and accepted for mailing by affixing a 5¢ adhesive over the Postal Card's I¢
indicia, thus overpaying the letter rate by /¢.
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FOR OVER SEVENTY YEARS THE NAME

MARESCH
HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR

QUA L I TY
AND

INTEGRITY

THERE IS ALWAYS A PUBLIC AUCTION WITH

STRENGTH IN CANADA AND PROVINCES,

EITHER IN PREPARATION OR TAKING PLACE

SOON. WE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO SEND

YOU A SAMPLE CATALOGUE, OR DISCUSS

SELLING YOUR TREASURES IN ONE OF

OUR SALES.

r. maresch & son
330 BAY ST., SUITE 703, TORONTO, ONTARIO,

CANADA M5H 2S9 (416) 363-7777
FAX: 416-363-6511

78 April 1999

DEALERS IN
FINE STAMPS
SINCE 1924
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BOOK REVIEWS
Canadian Philately : Bibliography
and Index Vol 3 by Cimon Morin. Over
360 pages, Tin. x 10in., softbound,
published by the Saskatoon Stamp
Centre at C$44.95 / US$34.95 post paid
inland.*

This third volume of Cimon Morin's
monumental bibliography has been
eagerly awaited by many owners of the
first two volumes, your reviewer among
them. The first volume was published
by the National Library of Canada in
1979 and covered material published up
to 1973; volume two, also from the
National Library, appeared in 1983 and
covered 1974 to 1980. This latest
volume brings us up to 1993. As with
volume two, the new volume contains a
section (22 pages) of additions and

corrections to the previous volume(s).

Owners of the earlier volumes need
only be aware that volume three is now
available and fully measures up to its
predecessors.

For those who have not encountered
this work previously, it is a most
comprehensive listing of published
writings on all BNA topics. The subject
matter, which encompasses books,
journals, magazine and newspaper
articles and catalogues, is divided
among Canada and the various
Provinces and sub-divided into a very

wide range of subject headings. Cross-
referencing is achieved by the addition

of a cumulative index of authors and
subjects; thus the tracing of source

material for any research project is
simplicity itself

Cimon Morin is to be congratulated
on a most painstaking continuation of
this magnificent series, he has surely
earned the thanks of all students of
BNA philately and postal history. The
series is the springboard to any piece of
research , whether for a book or simply
to write up an album page.
*All three volumes are available at
C$96.95 / US$72.95 for the set.

Karsh , Wilding & Cameo Definitives
by D. Robin Harris. Over 200 pages,

8.5in. x IIin., spiral bound, published

by the Saskatoon Stamp Centre.

C$34.95 / US$25.50 post paid inland.

This is Robin Harris' sixth book on

Elizabethan definitives and takes us back

to the beginning of the era with the

Karsh, Wilding and Cameo issues 1 952-

66. The previous five each covered a
specific issue: Caricatures, Environment,

Arti-facts, Wildlife and Fruit; readers

familiar with these previous volumes will
know what to expect and will not be

disappointed. Not only that but the latest

volume contains a six-page listing of

additions and corrections to those

previous works. The updates can also be

obtained as separate leaflets and are free

to owners of any of the previous volumes

who may not want the latest book.

Anyone coming to the series for the

first time will be staggered by the

amount of information and analysis

therein and yet the layout is such that
reference is simple and one can collect

to the depth that one wishes, using the

handbooks as a basis.
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Apart from the basic priced listings

of stamps and stationery, each value is

examined individually as to paper,

tagging, perfins, varieties etc. and every

aspect is priced. Dates of issue,

imprints, postal rates, cancellations,

pre-cancels; its all there. It may seem

trivial but, for instance, there are tour

clear illustrations of the variations of

the official `G' overprint: not so trivial

when one notes that a 'flying G' on the

50e Textile of the Karsh series is listed

at $6, the `blunt G' at $250 and the

`fishhook G' at S500 mint. All prices

are in Canadian dollars by the way.

It is well known that reviewers love to

find errors and omissions so I searched

for reference to the postal forgery of the

4c, Cameo. To my chagrin it was there,

both on and off cover. Any dis-

appointment at being thwarted was much

ameliorated by a very satisfying price!

The author himself snakes some

apology for lack of quality in sonic of

the illustrations and gives reasons

therefor; the quality of the paper may

also have some bearing on this aspect

but don't be put off, what needs to be

illustrated can clearly be seen. For many

years, for many people, the Centennial

series was perceived as the only

Elizabethan stamps of Canada worthy

of study. Robin Harris has gone a very

long way to disproving that belief.

The two books above are both available

fr•oni the Saskatoon Stamp Co., who

claim to hold the largest stock of

Canadian /BNA philatelic literature in

the world.

Let us help you find that Elusive Canadian Rarity!
Choice Classics to Modern Varieties

OarAda °-.88t`, da :.'8
T ^ t
P' s ' 1^k ^r

g ^^ ^

+ w p

i4m

i

Our Specialty... the Unusual!
Our Current Private Treaty Catalogue featuring choice classics through

modern errors and varieties, and 112 page BNA Literature price list, FREE ON REQUEST

SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE A
Internationally Recognized as a Leading Buyer of Canadian Errors and Varieties

Tel: (306) 931-6633 PO Box 1870, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2 Canada Fax: (306) 975-3728
E-mail: ssc@saskatoonstamp.com Toll Free (North America Only) 1 800 205-8814 Web: www,saskatoonstamp.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Michael Wedgwood two shillings and eight pence, making

INTER -PROVINCIAL six shillings and eight pence in all.
LETTER 1835

The origin of the letter illustrated is
unknown, but the writer dated it 7 July,
1835. The only cancellation is on the
reverse and dated Frederickton (sic) 15
July, 1835 . This leads me to think that
the letter had travelled some distance
before reaching Fredericton.

The total postage charged is six
shillings and eight pence, which would
be the correct amount for a quintuple
rate letter for a distance of 400-500
miles. The distance from Fredericton to
Quebec is only 360 miles, but taking
into account the distance the letter was
carried before reaching Fredericton, the
rate makes sense.

What puzzles me is the way in
which the postal charge is calculated,
i.e. two shillings plus two shillings
making four shillings; then a further

Can any experienced reader
enlighten me as to the reason'?

Hans Reiche, FCPS
SMALL QUEEN

PRECANCELLED STAMPS
There may be some confusion when
looking at the listing of these stamps in
the Standard Precancel Catalogue. All
the Small Queen stamps, with one
exception, exist printed in Montreal and
in Ottawa. The Scott and Unitrade
catalogues clearly indicate this. For
example, look at the l¢; Unitrade lists
six different stamps, two from Ottawa
and four from Montreal. The Precancel
Catalogue lists only three, one from
Ottawa and two from Montreal. Since
this is not a Canadian specialised
catalogue, this may be justified.
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PUBLIC
AUCTIONS

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

n AT LEAST FOUR MAJOR SALES A YEAR.

n WORLDWIDE BUT FEATURING CANADA.

• STAMPS. COVERS. PROOFS, COLLECTIONS AND LOTS.

PRIVATE TREATY - with our Worldwide clientele, we can

sell any property that is priced fairly in today's market.

COLLECTIONS PURCHASED - Our interest is in Netter

Canadian collections of Postal History . Cancels and Pre 1950

stamps.

RETAIL STOCK - One of the largest stocks of British North
America. Visit our Downtown Location or try our Approval

Service.

(OUR 35th YEAR)

JIM A. HENNOK LTD.
185 Queen St. East, Toronto , Ontario , Canada M5A 1S2.

(416) 363-7757
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Now look at the various precancel
styles that were used on the Small
Queen stamps. Without exception all of
the 10 stamps are listed as if these were
printed only from the Montreal
printings and no Ottawa. This, of
course, is not correct. Style B precancel
exists with Unitrade numbers 35, 35a,
35i and 35ii. The latter precancel styles
particularly are almost unknown printed
in Montreal.

Therefore a revision is needed to
clarify this problem. This is a major
task and may require a survey of
precancel collectors. Can anyone help?

Colin Campbell
WHO IS SID WOOD?

The other day I purchased ten Jubilee
stamps with s.o.n. cancels. This is a
weakness of mine, but it is shared by

other collectors. On close inspection I
noted a couple of interesting oddities.
The layout of the date in the Listowel
handstamp is unusual, even more so is
the legend `SID WOOD' on the other
stamp illustrated. Perhaps someone else
has come across this sort of thing.

Sauuu^ide S
a JA

70t ffff
j / ^^osy^r 1

Ot+'' BRIAN DRAVES
MEMBER : CSDA APS BNAPS PHSC CPSGB RPSC AAPE
RETAIL STORE AT 1598 KING ST. WEST (NEAR RONCESVALLES)

SUMMER HOURS : 12 TO 6 PM TUES-SAT UNTIL OCT 10
OCT 16 - MAY 1999 12 TO 6 PM FRI -SAT OR BY APPOINTMENT

ANNOUNCEMENT : NOW AVAILABLE A PRICE LIST WITH PHOTOS
OF CANADA & BNA POSTAL HISTORY FROM STAMPLESS ONWARD

SEND MAIL OR EMAIL TO RECEIVE LIST OR SUBMIT WANTLISTS

VIEW LIST ON THE INTERNET : WWW.TCS-WEB.COM/STAMPS

ALSO BETTER STAMPS, PC, PS OF CANADA & COMMONWEALTH
CERAMICS, POTTERY, BRITISH ROYALTY COLLECTIBLES & MORE
MAIL:BOX 21 STATION C TORONTO, ONT. CAN. M6J3M7

PH/FAX:4165384443 NEW EMAIL : SUNYSIDECTOTAL. NET

AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD & VISA WELCOME
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SOCIETY NEWS
FROM THE PRESIDENT FROM THE SECRETARY

Convention booking forms and Analysis o/ the returned questionnaire
competition entry forms are enclosed concerning Convention reveals.-
with this issue and I shall be very
grateful if booking forms could be
returned as soon as possible, it does help
with the administration. In any event,
forms should be with me by 31 July;
after this date our block booking with
the hotel will be reduced to actual
numbers booked. As announced at last
year's AGM, there will be a registration
charge of £ 10, to members but not
partners, to help defray the cost of
meeting rooms.

The speakers have now been
allocated time slots as follows:
Wednesday evening
John Hi/Ison FCPS -
Large & Small Queens
Thursday morning
Colin Lewis - Newfoundland
Thursday evening
Rodney Baker - Canadian Pacific - an
entertainment
Friday morning
David Whitelet' - The KG VI 'Mufti'
issue
Friday evening
Leigh Hogg - Fathers of Confederation.

Competition entries will be on
display after the AGM on Saturday
morning and the usual auction will take
place in the afternoon.

Social trips will include a visit to
New Lanark, a historic village born of
the Industrial Revolution. The village
boasts the largest Edinburgh Woollen
shop in the country! As already
promised, the other trip will relate to
Charles Rennie Mackintosh.

We look forward to seeing you.

I. Only one of those who joined the
Society in the last five years
attended the Carmarthen Conven-
tion, and seven attended who have
joined in the last ten years. The
questionnaire was distributed only to
members, and views of `other
halves' were not sought.

2. Attendees, particularly `regulars,
expressed a high level of apprecia-
tion of the overall programme
content, in particular the quality of
displays and talks and the opportun-
ity to meet socially - "an enjoyable
and worthwhile experience" These
factors weigh more heavily in their
decision whether to attend than
questions of distance (relatively
unimportant) and cost.

3. For non-attendees, distance is stated
to be the most important influencing
factor; accessibility is also relatively
important. Of those saying they will
not attend next year, distance is the
reason cited by most.

4. A significant majority of both
attendees and non-attendees does
not favour any change in the overall
length of the Convention or of the
time of year at which it is held.
Several make the comment that a
shorter event would be less attractive
to overseas visitors. A number of
those favouring a shorter event, or
daily attendance, do not seem to feel
that the present structure easily
permits this.

5. A clear majority is in favour of
specialist dealers attending, though
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several express concern that care be
taken that the overall nature of the
event is not thereby impaired,
turning it into more of a trade show
for example. One person commen-
ted that "the main thing missing is
the dealers who make the BNAPS
Conference':

The findings are being considered
by the Executive who will report back to
the committee at the Glasgow
Convention.
Summary of results

1998 Other TOTAL
Attendee UK

Total response
38 29 67

Length of membership
Up to 5 yrs I 4 5
6 to 10 years 6 3 9
Over 10 years 31 22 53
Key factors - % of respondents rating as

among 3 most important factors

influencing attendance

Distance 16% 48% 30%
Cost 32% 24% 28%
Hotel quality 39% 28% 34%
Meeting socially 47% 17% 34%
Exhibits 42% 24% 34%
Displays & Talks 74% 34% 57%
Auction 21% 28% 24%
Local visits 3% 0% 1%
Accessibility 5% 21% 12%

Future options
[ I ] Length of Convention
Same as now 31 16 47
One day less 4\5 3 7\8
Two days less l\2 3 4\5
Other 0 1 1
[2] Time of year
Same as now 31\32 13 44\45
Spring 4\5 7 1 1 \ 12
Mid-Summer 0 3 3
[3] Presence of Dealers

YES 20 16 36

Maple Leaves

NO 12 7 19
Will you attend next Convention
YES 29 5 34
NO 5 20 25
Unknown 4 4 8

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
1999
Apr 15-18 Stamp 99 at Wembley
Apr 19 London Group - Beaver Cup
Apr 24 S&C Scotland Group -
Annandale Arms, Moffat
May 17 London Group - AGM &
subject N,O & P
Jul 3 MIDPEX, Tile Hill Coventry
Jul 29-3I Rare Stamps of the World,
Claridges Hotel, London
Sep 22-26 STAMPEX, Islington,
London
Oct 6-9 CPS of GB Convention,
Glasgow.

Overseas
Apr 27 - May 4 IBRA `99, Nuremberg
May 28-30 ROYAL 1999 ROYALE,
Annual Convention of the Royal PS of
Canada, Fredericton, NB, Canada
July 2-11 PHILEXFRANCE `99, Paris
Aug 21-30 CHINA `99, Beijing
Sep 16-18 BNAPEX, Vernon, BC,
Canada
Oct 5-10 BULGARIA `99, Sofia

2000
March 1-5 STAMPEX , Islington,
London
May 22-28 STAMP SHOW 2000, Earls
Court, London
May 30 - June 4 WIPA 2000, Vienna
Aug 11-20 INDONESIA 2000,
Bandung
Sep 20-24 STAMPEX , Islington,
London
Oct 7-15 ESPANA 2000, Madrid
Nov 17-19 GLASGOW 2000, Scottish
Exhibition & Conference Centre

Continued on page 87
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 1998

Assets

Cash Balances: Robert Fleming £ 9190.30

Royal Bank of Scotland £2198.74 £1 1389.04

Investments at cost:

General Fund £950.92 3.5% Treasury Stock 1999/04 812.50

Life Membership Fund £1398.77 6.75`%, Treasury

Stock 2004 1330.00
Smythies Memorial Fund £631.08 ditto 600.00 2742.50

Handbooks Stock 656.79
Stock of Society Ties 175.48

Stock of bought-in philatelic material 252.89

Library Books as valued 4182.21

Carmarthen Auction Catalogue / Suspense Account 332.22

£19731.13

Liabilities

General Fund Balance at 30.9. 96 £8686.98

Less deficit for 1997!8 14.14 £8672.84
Provision for Income Tax 1997,8 125.62

Life Membership Fund 1583.79
Library Fund 4182.21

Coach Hirer 205.00
Subscriptions prepaid 1150.97

Smythies Memorial Fund 600.00

Smythies Memorial Fund Accrued Interest 431.45

Carmarthen Auction Receipts/Suspense Account 2779.25

£19731.13

Notes: It is anticipated about £150 of officers' expenses were still to be submitted by

Sept 30. The Handbook Surplus is affected by £36.35 written down. £23.18 to

the Library and £57.50 received on 2 October.

Printing Expenses are higher than normal because of the change of the Society's

Secretary. In Publicity Expenditure is included the donation of a trophy to Stamp

Show 2000 with further expenditure to engrave it of about £12 to be incurred in

the 1998/9 accounting year.
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT TO YEAR ENDED
30 SEPTEMBER 1998

Income

Subscriptions for year £5333.55

Maple Leaves Advertising Revenue 876.00

Maple Leaves Sale of Back Numbers 72.82 6282.37

Bank Interest and Dividends - General 343.56
Life Members Fund Income 73.23 416.79

Handbooks Surplus 8.53

Tie Sales Surplus 7.01

Covermart Sales Surplus 100.00

Exchange Packet Surplus 130.00 230.00

1996/7 Auction surplus 407.46

Tax Provision1996/7 133.03

Deficit for year 14.14

£7499.33
Expenditure

Maple Leaves Printing and Distribution

Members' Handbook

Administrative Expenses
Publicity expenditure

ABPS Fee

Donation to A.S.P.S.

Engraving of Trophies

Insurance

Library - book and binders donated

Printing & Stationery

Income Tax paid for year to 30 Sept
Carmarthen Convention - net expenses
Bank Charges (Direct Debit Admin.)

Continued from page 85

Details of London Group from Colin

Banfield 0181 281 0442 (home) or 0171

407 3693 (office); Wessex Group from

Dr Dorothy Sanderson 01794 523 924;

5734.27
565.67
165.30
64.55

135.00
10.00
13.50
74.88
23.18

194.60
126.90
349.96
41.52

£7499.33

S&C Scotland from John Hillson 01461

205656. Contact for West of Scotland is
Bill McVey 0141 637 6853 and for S.W

Group, Neil Prior 01656 740520.
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP
to 24 February, 1999

New Members
2788 Garth, Peter A. 5 Orchard Lane, Brampton, Huntingdon, Cambs.

PE18 8TS C,N, Mo Cov

2789 Billington Stuart, Phillips Auctions, 101 New Bond St., London, WIY OAS

2790 MacDonald, Piers J. Ia St. Luke's Ave., Maidstone, Kent, MEI4 5AL CR

2792 Smith, Ronald F. 12 Chateau Drive, McLeod Hill, N.Brunswick,

Canada, E3A 5X2
2793 Holmes, Roger, 42 St. Peter's Ave., Cleethorpes, NE Lines, DN35 8HC

2794 Salmon, Michael J. 9 Kents Close, Wesham, Preston PR4 3DF PEI

2795 Bond, Malcolm C. Rosengarten, Axbridge Road, Hillingdon, Middx

UBIO OND C,N

2796 Brigham. Ron. 1 120 Brevik Place. Mississauga, ON, Canada

L4W 3YS CR, CL

Note: Member 2775 P.F.Wain is listed in the latest Handbook but did not appear in

`Maple Leaves'. Member W.S.Pawluk was listed in `Maple Leaves' under the same

number, 2775, and has been re-allocated no.2791.

Resigned

2631 Rosen, J. 2744 Moss, R.H.

2655 Glover, D.S. 2770 Tomlin, D.

Change of address

2095 Boyd, David, 38 Shelverse Way, Tadworth, Surrey, KT20 5QF

1478 Guile, C.R. P.O.Box 180, Port Hope, ON, Canada, LIA 3W3

2384 Miller, M.G. 6 Mead Close, Cranlcigh, Surrey, GU6 7BH

2085 Searle, Graham, c/o Oman LNGL. LL.C., Mina Al-Sahl 116, Muscat,

Sultanate of Oman

Amendments to address

2350 Watson, J.D. Change post code to S36 7BX

E-mail address

2095 Boyd, D. Dpdyboyd(dbtinternet.com

2701 Whiteley, D. DHWY(aSprint.ea

Revised Total 450
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THE CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN 1998/9

President:
L. Taylor. 18 Granby Road Edinburgh, EH16 5N1.

Secretary:
Mrs. J. Edwards. The Glyn, Cytronydd. Welshpool. Powys, SY21 9ER

Treasurer and Publicity Officer:
N.J.A. Ilillson, F.C.PS. Westerlea. 5 Annanhill. Annan, Dumfriesshire, DG 12 6TN

Editor:
D.F. Sessions. F.R.P.S.L.. FC.RS., 31 Eastergate Green, Rustington, Littlehampton, BNlfi 3EN

Subscription Manager:
Dr. 1 (iatecliff. 68D Pontefract Road Featherstone Pontefract WF7 5HG

Handbooks Manager:
D.J. Scoot, 62 Jackmans Place. Letchworth, Hertss, S66 I RO

Librarian:
B.T. Stalker, Glaramara, Parc Bryn Loch. Upper Bryn Loch. Mold Flintshire, C H7 I PU

Exchange Packet Managers:
(Packet) H.R. Johnson. 27 Ridgeway Avenue, (lravcscnd Kent, DA12 5BD

(Covermart)f.M. Jones. 14 Tullis Close. Sutton Courtenay, Nr. Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4BD

Advertising Manager:
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THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

The Postal History Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly
journal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes for
the best postal history exhibit at philatelic shows across Canada.

The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary issue of the Journal
is still available at $15.OOCdn, postpaid anywhere in the world.

For further information or a membership application form, please write to the
Secretary:

R.F. Narbonne
216 Mailey Drive

Carleton Place , Ontario
Canada K7C 3X9



HANDBOOKS FOR SALE
April 1999

Prices include inland postage unless otherwise stated

Maple Leaves Binders (post and packing extra) £7.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1920-1930 £10.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1931-1940 £8.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1941-1953 £10.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1912-1953 £9.50

Mail by Rail Gillam £11.00

Champlain and St. Lawrence Railroad Gillam £9.00

The Canada Postal Acts and Post Offices 1878 Symonds £15.00

Canada Constant Pre-Cancel Varieties Reiche £5.00

A Large Queens Report Reiche £3.00

Unitrade Specialized Catalogue 1998 £17.50

Canadian Picture Post Card Catalogue Gutzman £6.50

Territorial Alberta. Westhaver-Thompson Collection Spencer £25.00

Yukon Airways Exploration Co. Ltd Topping £8.00

Postal History of the Post Card 1871-1911 Steinhart £4.00

Steel Engraved Constant Plate Varieties Reiche £12.00

Canadian Posted Letter Guide Firby £11.00

British Columbia Post Offices Topping £10.00

Stamp Booklets Dotted Cover Dies 1935-55 Harris £8.50

Standard Pre-Cancel Catalogue 1997 Walburn £9.00

Survey of Definitive Stamps 1972-94 Schmidt £12.50

Railway Cancellations and Transportation Postmarks Ludlow £20.00

Railway Cancellations and Transportation Postmarks Annexe Ludlow £10.00

Slogan Postmarks of Canada Coutts £16.50

Major E.R. Toop Collection, Military Postal History, Vol II £15.00

Q.V. 1898 Numeral Issue Reiche £12.50

Strike, Courier & Local Post, QE II ERA Covert £7.75

SEE PREVIOUS MAPLE LEAVES FOR DETAILS OF OTHER TITLES

Obtainable from:

DERRICK SCOOT

62 JACKMANS PLACE

LETCHWORTH • HERTS • SG6 1RQ

Please make cheques payable to Canadian P.S. of G.B.
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